has not been as heavily exploited as holdings of Genizah material in some other libraries. Nevertheless, even small fragments can sometimes be of significance and produce valuable surprises.
Thus, in December 1972 M. Beit-Arik was fortunate enough to light amongst the Gaster fragments upon a new autograph of Maimonides (l 135-1204). A preliminary account of the important fragment of Mishne Tora discovered by him is given the
BULLETIN.^ During a visit to the Rylands in March-April 1982
the present writer discovered a number of additional autograph fragments of Maimonides among the fragment^.^ It is hoped that all these autographs will be published in the near future in the Library BULLETIN. The present article deals with two of the new finds. Both are literary autographs and both are written in JudaeoArabic. The first'is a new piece from the Guide of the Perplexed, the second is from the Commentary on the Mishna. During a visit to the Rylands in the Spring of 1982' I was fortunate enough to discover a further fragment, or rather two further fragments, of the autograph draft of Maimonides' Guide. The new portion consists of two small pieces, Rylands Gaster B2597 and B4094, which fit together exactly and restore to us part of the author's draft of the thirtieth chapter of Book 11. The recognizable portions of the text correspond to ed. Munk (= below M) 11, 70a,9-71a,l. Two words on the margin of the recto correspond to M 69b,18. Since, however, the two fragments together produce less than half a single leaf (the bottom half), the middle part of this section is still missing (M 70a, 17-70b,6 ). Also missing is the portion corresponding to M 70b,17-21, though part of this passage may yet be detected in the faded first line of the margin of the verso. In Maimonides' full manuscript the new Gaster leaf (Book 11, Chapter 30) stood only four or five folios before the second of the two Cambridge leaves discovered by Hirschfeld (Book IT, Chapter 32). Comparison with the completely preserved Hirschfeld leaf and restoration of the missing portion of the text (i.e. M 70a,17-70b,6) make it clear that appioximately a dozen lines have been lost from the full folio of which the new Rylands Gaster fragment(s) once formed a part.
Maimonides' Guide of the Perplexed is unusual, if not unique, among medieval Judaeo-Arabic texts in that it has been transmitted in three different graphic modes. The author himself composed the work in Hebrew letters, and this is how it appears in the editions M, J and Q referred to below in the notes to the text. But the Guide was early on transferred to Arabic script and read in Margin I : This line has resisted decipherment and identification. The clearest letters seem to read n i x and a little later one might read mn15x, but the line as a whole remains elusive.
Commentary on the Mishna (Sanhedrin)
Of all the works of Judaeo-Arabic literature, the textual history of Maimonides' Commenrary on the Mishna is possibly the most intricate. The relationships between the various witnesses to the Arabic text(s), and the relationships, in turn, of these to the various medieval Hebrew translations are extremely complicated, and the discovery of new sources, such as the fragment presented here, serve only to increase the complexity.
In collections. These will be published and discussed in full elsewhere. The very considerable and often striking differences between the texts of the Genizah fragments and the Bodleian and Sassoon manuscripts make it probable that the "final" version of Maimonides' Commentary was preceded not by one draft, but by two, or several drafts. At least, if we may not be entitled to speak in terms of a succession of formal draft copies, we may certainly speak in terms of various stages of more or less thorough revision. Besides the internal textual indications which point very obviously in this direction, there are various pieces of external evidence which encourage such a conclusion.
Firstly, whereas most of the Genizah fragments are surviving folios of what seems to have been one codex, the Lutzki and Abramson pieces are single loose leaves which could never have been bound into a book. Lutzki himself had already observed5
Ibid., 683, n. 16. that the text on the verso of the piece he had found was written inversely in relation to that on the recto and could therefore not have been part of a book but can only have been a single sheet.6 Stern, too, correctly concluded7 that this fragment was not a leaf from the lost commentary on Tohorot which once belonged to the Bodleian and Sassoon set, but was the "sole surviving fragment of the draft". The Genizah fragments, then, attest to earlier stages of the text in both codex form and in the form of loose-leaf additions. Such a state of affairs suggests several different stages of revision by the author.
Secondly, we have the testimony of Maimonides himself on the manner of revision of the Commentary. In one of his responsa he deals with a query in which he is called upon to explain the discrepancy between a ruling given by him in the Commentary and a ruling in his later work Mishne Tora. In his replys Maimonides informs his correspondent that the decision of the Mishne Tora is to be preferred to that of the Commentary because the copy of the latter "which is in your possession is the first version must have been several such stages, attested to now by the various fragments from the Genizah, which can certainly not all be leaves from one and the same codex.
It seems, in fact, that Maimonides kept the text of his Commentary in a constant state of revision throughout his life. Even the so-called "final" authorized version of the Bodleian and Sassoon manuscripts is replete with additions, cancellations and corrections of all kinds, revealing the author's constant endeavour to improve his text. Indeed, in all likelihood the work was in a continuous state of development from the time Maimonides began it in Spain at the age of twenty-three until, presumably, the end of his life.1° This seems to be the only realistic way of interpreting the evidence at our disposal. Such an assumption also accounts for the frequent discrepancies between the "final" version of the Arabic original and the mediaeval rendering(s) of it into Hebrew. l l There seems to me no doubt that the divergences of the Hebrew -version(s) must usually be explained as resulting from the fluid state of the Arabic original, and as reflecting in a concrete way its constantly changing form. l 2 This, indeed, can now be proved on the basis of the new Genizah material referred to above, for more than once we find that the Hebrew version agrees with the reading of the draft, whereas the later form of Maimonides' Arabic text has been revised and the passage altered. In this way we are now enabled to trace not only the growth of the text but also the development of Maimonides' halakhic thinking. I note here in passing that his understanding of certain issues occasionally underwent fundamental change, for we sometimes find in the newly-discovered Genizah drafts rulings precisely the opposite of those he later adopted in his fair copy. These matters will be treated in detail elsewhere.
The new autograph fragment of Maimonides' Commentary on the Mishna published here, Rylands Gaster B3667, comes from the opening of tractate Sanhedrin. The fragment is the surviving centre portion of a once whole leaf and is probably incomplete on all four sides, for, although it looks as if line 32 of the recto may have been the last line of the page, this cannot be insisted upon. The paper of Ryl. Gaster B3667 is extremely brittle and frail, requiring the most delicate handling. Since I first saw the fragment, several small pieces have already broken off from the edges and have taken some of the text with them. The two tiny pieces which appear beside the main body of the fragment on the accompanying photographs were attached to the top of the text when I studied the manuscript itself in the Rylands in the Spring of 1982. Were they still in place it might have been possible to restore something of the first line of both recto and verso. Working from photographs, however, I have not been able to fit these pieces satisfactorily together with the rest.
The Arabic text of the opening sections of Maimonides' Commentary to Sanhedrin has appeared in print on three occasions. The restoration of lacunae in a text such as this is, of course, a risky undertaking, but I nevertheless venture to believe that a reasonable degree of success has been attained. One of the most valuable guides in this matter is the amount of space estimated to be available for any particular restoration, but in this respect it is very easy to err. Firstly, the number of letters to a line is not uniform in any case, and, secondly, Maimonides' whimsical use of abbreviations and his habit of erasing certain phrases and adding others between the lines or in the margin make the chance of error even greater than it might otherwise be. For this and other reasons, some of the restorations proposed below may turn out to be mistaken, but it seemed to me preferable to offer something that may be wrong than to suggest nothing at all. The final mem of 03->Y is uncertain on the photograph; it may be that one should edit (a);r+u. 14. As both the Hebrew subject and the Arabic predicate are feminine one would like to read *a with Q and W; but the word is clearly 13. .. . riwm.
7. The separate headings of both the pereq and the mishna are absent in Q 152,22 and W 9. 8. Q 153,l: p 3 1 (but see ibid., n. 2 for the reading ~OIDI of P). W 9 prints p 3 1 in the text, but informs us in footnote i that both his MSS. in fact read r0131. The repetition of the phrase containing this word is also found in P 261,1, but the second occurrence is there marked for deletion.
